
Introduction

The people that gather here appreciate that 

smoking the hookah pipe is one of life’s great 

pleasures. Take time out and mellow with the 

soft sound of bubbling water in which you draw 

on the vapor of filtered fruit flavoured 

molasses through a long curled pipe, 

producing a smooth and flavourful aftertaste. 

Here we offer a unique twist to hookah 

smoking with our exclusively

prepared ‘Mocktail’ shishas and premium

range tobacco from all corners of the globe.

We have something for everyone, so sit back, 

relax and enjoy some of the fantastic flavours 

we have to offer.
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Al Fakher  RM40

Al Fakher is made from the finest tobaccos and is infused 
with exquisite European flavour infusions to create a rich, 
unrivalled, full smoking experience for every shisha 
enthusiast. At Tiger Bay we offer a wide range of this 
prestigious companies most popular flavors.

• Grape • Vanilla  
• Mint • Spearmint gum
• Double apple • Berry 
• Watermelon • Coconut 
• Orange • Melon 
• Lemon • Pomegranate 
• Kiwi • Guava 
• Peach • Blueberry
• Strawberry 

Tiger Bay Premium Range RM90

This exclusive range consists of flavours and brands from all 
corners of the globe. Our ‘Mixologists’ have worked hard to 
produce a unique range of flavours that differ from traditional 
venues. You are sure to find something you will enjoy, if not 
please ask a member of staff for a recommendation.

Blue Mist 
A refined smoke, one of the smoothest flavours ever made.
Arguably one of the most popular flavours in the world.

Pink  
This is a mysteriously smooth shisha that hints at a sweet 
pink grapefruit with a light dose of raspberry. A very 
smooth, sweet smoke that glides across your tongue.

Code 69 
Kool Aid flavour mixed with tart, citrus and fruit. 
An innocently wild cola after taste.

Citrus Mist 
A perfectly balanced flavour that consistently sprinkles 
citrus and lemon pulsations across your tongue. 

Pirates Cave
A mellow lime with a lemony freshness, much like a 
lemon tart. Zesty lemons and lime fill your mouth with 
every puff.

Frozen Blueberry
A new addition to our menu, packed with blueberries and 
ice cold cooling sensations.

Green Apple Tango
One of our most popular flavours today. A cold green 
apple taste and perfect for mixing with other great 
flavours such as Iron Bru and Pink.



Iron Bru
A flavour, which needs no explanation… arguably the 
most smoked flavour in Tiger Bay.

White Gummy Bear
The gummy bears which are always picked out first from 
the pack, zesty and bursting with flavour.

Sour Skittles
Much like the popular sour candies…. taste the rainbow 
with this tongue tingling favourite. 

Pink Lemonade
A sweet refreshing taste, much like the cool, 
thirst-quenching drink.

.Mango Lime Mojito
This is becoming one of the most talked about flavours.
A perfect mix of juicy mangoes and zesty lime.

Blue Melon
An exotic flavour brought to you all the way from London. 
A great flavour for melon lovers, but with a blueberry 
twist. 

Red Berry Slush
A combination of your favourite berries and cool misty 
aromas produce this mouth-watering flavour.

Love 66
Another huge hit straight from London, consisting of 
Spearmint gum and sugary candy flavours.

Lime Kamikaze
Deep lime, lemons, mints and everything citrus explode
to life in this shisha premium blend.

Bombay Pan
The traditional sweet Indian chew has become famous
all over the world. Now you can enjoy this sensational 
flavour at Tiger Bay.

Paaana Colada
A fusion of the famous sweet Indian chew with a subtle 
coconut and lime aftertastes.

Raspberry Pear Drops
 A new and exotic flavour exclusive to Tiger Bay … 
Raspberries and the British favourite candy combine to 
produce this new house favourite.

Mango Ice
A smooth Mango flavour with an icy after taste just like a 
popsickle



Tiger Bay Mocktail Shisha Range RM100

Cuban Mojito 
 Each bartender has his or her special recipe for this exotic 
drink, we at Tiger Bay have adapted our own special recipe 
and applied it to this house favourite. 

Mango Tango 
This tropical blend will sneak up on you with its piercing 
piquancy and will leave you in a fruity paradise. 

Lychee Sangria 
A light fruity flavour that covers your palette 

Watermelon Slushy Freeze 
Just like your childhood watermelon bubble gum but with 
an icy refreshing finish with every puff! 

Passion Fruit Twist  
A sensual mix of ripe passion fruit, mangoes and citrus 
blends is sure to awaken your taste buds. 

Pina Colada 
A sweet creamy smoke, our version of one of the worlds 
most popular cocktails. Controlled pineapple and creamy 
coconut overtures make this shisha stay perfectly 
balanced all the way through.

Pineapple Slush
 A new house favourite… if you love pineapple you will love 
this icy cold version. 

Lychee Mist
 This subtropical fruit has been transformed into this 
delightfully sweet shisha. A very unique flavour, exploding 
with mouth watering taste and aromas. 

Tiger Bay Glass Shisha Range RM195

We introduce our new glass shisha range with amazing 
new flavours, designs and bases. These shishas provide a 
completely new experience to shisha smoking and here’s 
how you get started : 
1. Choose the flavour you want to smoke
2. Choose the fruit head you want on the top
3. Choose the base you want 
    (Please ask staff for further assistance)

This shisha is guaranteed to blow you away and it also 
comes with a LED light, so its great for special occasions 
or shisha lovers!

Fruit Heads RM45 
Upgrade your shisha to a fruit head for longer lasting 
sessions, a smoother smoke and more flavour!

Pineapple Head  •  Sweet Melon 

Ice Pipes RM25
Tiger Bay’s new innovative ice pipes provide you with ice 
cold smoke! This is the perfect addition for hot days. We 
really recommend you try this!


